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Utah Valley Swap
Meet at Spanish Fork

Shawna Howlett, wife of Sam
Howlett, KI7RFM, prepares to take
home a Hustler 5-BTV from the

Swap Meet at Spanish Fork on
September 29. She looks like how
we all felt.
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Photos from our first Swap Meet,
at Spanish Fork North Park.
Way to Be for KI7RED during a
rescue in Payson Canyon. K7TEH
opens his shack for the rest of us
to see. Brass Tacks addresses
why hams are talking about the
Sunspot Cycle. DIY teaches you
how to install a coax connector.
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Utah Valley Swap Meet
In photos

On Saturday 29 September 2018 the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club hosted its first-ever swap
meet, at the Spanish Fork North Park Grand Pavilion. A lot of good people from all over
showed up and contributed their fellowship and time, to make for a very successful event.
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Utah Valley Swap Meet
In photos

A few “dignitaries” came and supported us, including Jeff Ryan KØRM, ARRL Vice Director, Mel
Parkes NM7P, ARRL Section Manager and Utah VHF Society President, Jeremy Stallard KE7DLT,
ARES Emergency Coordinator, and Ayden Christensen KI7BYP, Ham Radio Extraordinaire.
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Way to Be
Spotlight on our members

Adam Cowie, KI7RED
Just after the 76ers Net on Wednesday, September 12, around 7:50 pm,
several of us heard a call for assistance on the 146.760 MHz repeater,
so naturally a few jumped on to see
how we could help. One ham, Brent
Christensen, K9BCZ, provided relay
help between us as well. Here’s
Adam’s account:
I enjoy hiking and have trekked about
100 miles this year on various trails.
It's rare that I'll have cell phone coverage in the areas I'm hiking, and I've found it reassuring
to have my ham radio with me whenever on the trail. I'm currently using a 5 watt Yaesu FT-60
with a 3-foot pigtail cable and Signal Stick antenna attached to the rear of my backpack. I
carry an extra antenna in a PVC pipe container and an extra back-up battery on all my hikes.
On Wednesday, September 12, I got home from work and decided to hike up the Bennie Creek
cutoff trail in Payson Canyon before it got dark. Unbeknownst to me, the 12 and 13 year-old
Young Men from my own LDS ward were riding bikes down the same trail for their weekly activity. I had hiked about 1.7 miles up the trail and came upon the group just seconds after one
of the two leaders, Mike, had crashed his bike and broken both bones in his forearm. One of
the other leaders and I administered first-aid as best we could, and used my sweatshirt as a
sling for Mike's arm. We had no cell coverage at this location, and I knew from past experience
in the area that we wouldn't, until we reached the mouth of Payson Canyon. I anticipated it
would be about two hours of hiking and driving before we got into cell range.
It was quickly getting dark, so the second youth leader and the boys started to head down the
trail on their bikes. I had a head lamp with me and stayed with Mike to help him hike the 1.7
miles back to my vehicle. Mike said he
wanted to contact his wife and daughter, to
let them know what had happened and to
meet us at the ER of Mountain View Hospital
in Payson. I had previously been listening to
the 76ers Net on my HT while I hiked up the
trail so I figured someone would still be
monitoring on that frequency. I announced
that I had a minor emergency, and within
seconds a ham responded, followed by a
second operator, Brent K9BCX, who responded that he was in Payson Canyon at
that very moment. I asked Brent to relay
Mike's phone number to the first ham, then
to eventually reach his family with the information about the accident.
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Way to Be
continued

I could hear others clearly on my HT but had trouble getting into the 76 repeater, and knew I
was transmitting with a sketchy signal. I thought the West Mountain repeater reached this
area better than the 76, but having already made contact and having a weak signal, I didn't
want to lose anybody who was already on
that frequency helping us out. Brent relayed
the phone number to others in the valley
who were able to call Mike's family. He then
met us at the bottom of the trail to make
sure we got out safely. Mike and I had hiked
about an hour in the dark before reaching
the road.
I had radio contact all the way down the canyon and knew others were monitoring us.
Mike and I heard one of the operators state
that he had made contact with Mike's family
and relayed the information. It was very reassuring for Mike to know that his family
was informed - and I believe the chatter on
the radio also helped keep his mind on something other than his broken arm. Having no communication with the other youth leader and
the boys with him, it was also reassuring for me to know that people were aware of our location and monitoring our progress down the canyon.
The experience made me so very
grateful for ham radio and the
skilled operators who helped us relay
a message to Mike's family. I was at
the right place at the right time and
was equipped with a radio to help
out. I'm thankful for the other local
operators who assisted in this situation, whom I believe were Brent,
Mike, Phil, Brad, and Noji.
Mike, the youth leader who was injured, had surgery the next day with
14 screws and 2 plates installed to
fix the broken bones. Ouch! It was a
bad break, but he's on the mend. Be
safe out there!

― 73, Adam Cowie, KI7RED
Adam is a relatively new ham, having an intense interest in emergency communication, in part
because of his job as the Lindon City Manager. He’s been involved in UVARC and the Lindon
City Drill, and has bailed us out by helping relocate club activities twice now.
Way to be, Adam!
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My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them

Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
I have always been interested in radio communications. My parents are both licensed, and I
grew up around ham radio. But like many, I had a difficult
time with Morse code, so I never tried for my license. Instead,
I was active on Citizens Band for several years.
Then, in 2011 I looked into ham radio again and discovered
that the code test was no longer required. I found
HamStudy.org, and I studied for several months and passed
the Technician test in November. A few months later I passed
the General test.
Since then, I’ve talked with operators in 43 countries, and
counting. To me one of my favorite aspects of the hobby is
building antennas. It's fun to experiment with different designs to see how they will perform.

One day, I met Richard Heward, K7KGK, at the testing center
during an exam session. When I tested for my Technician license, he was there testing for his Extra, and invited me to join
the newly organized 76ers social group. So, I joined, and not
long after that he called me and asked if I would like to try being
NC (net control). I went to his house the following week and ran
the net from his house. Then he asked me if I would like to be a
regular net control. I told him I would do it, and I've been in the
regular rotation ever since.
I enjoy contesting, and one of my favorite contests is museum
ship week, and making contacts with operators from battleships
and aircraft carriers. Part of the fun of HF radio is, you can talk
to people all over the world, and you never know where the next
operator you talk to will be located.
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My Shack, continued
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH

Some of my other radio equipment includes a Globe scout
680 AM all-mode transmitter, which I purchased primarily to
send CW (Morse code). I also own and use a Hallicrafters SX100 receiver, which I use to listen to shortwave. I enjoy the
vintage equipment, simply because it's what I started with. My
good friend Dave Kump, W7MBR, has taught me a lot about
tube electronics and how they function.
If it weren't for the willingness of fellow hams, I would not
know half of the stuff I know today. The camaraderie that exists among hams is so awesome. There are so many willing to
share their knowledge with others willing to learn.

Kenwood TS-520S

My shack equipment includes
Kenwood TS-520S HF transceiver
Yaesu FT-7900R 2 m / 70 cm transceiver
Uniden Bear Tracker BCT8 scanner
Globe Scout 680 AM all-mode transmitter
Hallicrafters SX-100 shortwave receiver
20 / 40 fan dipole antenna, up 28 feet
Pockrus J-pole antenna
— 73 from K7TEH
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

Effect of the Sunspot Cycle on amateur radio
On the web, over the air, in magazines, and at club meetings, hams are talking about the Sunspot Cycle. We’ve already addressed the importance of sunspots to propagation in a previous
article of the UVARC Shack (Dec 2017, Brass Tacks), but maybe it’s time to reveal a bit more.
Numbers of sunspots typically affect ham radio operation of HF (high frequency) between 20
meters and 10 meters, and sometimes 6 meters, which collectively I'll call mid-range HF, because these frequencies appear near the middle of our ARRL Band Charts. Since most new
hams confine their radio work to local VHF and UHF using FM, they’re largely unaffected by
sunspot activity, or the lack thereof. But those who work this mid-range HF are slaves to those
sunspots, which come and go in periodic cycles.

Where do sunspots come from?
The Sun is a great, big ball of superheated gases that
are continuously fed by a thermonuclear process, then
cooled by heat transfer, resulting in swirling convections of very hot oceans of ionized plasma. The continuous heating-and-cooling cycle forces different latitudes of the Sun's surface to rotate faster than others
(differential rotation), the closer to the equator, the
faster the rotation. At the same time, the convections of
these ionized oceans give rise to huge magnetic fields
that align into "containment tubes" of magnetic flux, which then slowly create large energy
cells under the surface.
Because of the Sun's size, the large energy cells take a couple of years to build and reinforce
each other from minimum to maximum strength. They remain at maximum for several years,
then take several more years to return to minimum, totaling about eleven years. But they
strengthen in opposite polarity each time, actually making the effective period about 22 years.
Since their polarity has very little effect on earthly radio propagation, we hams simply experience periods of the maxima
and minima about every
eleven years, whether it's
north-aligned
or southaligned. During these years of
high field orientation, the flux
cells become sheared (cut up)
by the differential rotation,
allowing the contained magnetic flux to rupture out of
them with enough force to
escape (puncture) the solar
surface tension, then return
to the surface through another rupture.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Many of these surface punctures can be seen from Earth as sunspots, whose lifetimes could
extend anywhere from a few days to a few weeks. And the more highly aligned the magnetic
flux collection within the tubes, the more explosively the magnetic tubes rupture, which results in not only larger sunspots, but more of them over the weeks, months, and years that
they're strongly aligned. Furthermore, the containment tubes act as quantum field generators,
meaning that, because they're
formed by magnetic fields,
they're subject to quantum electrodynamics, so that the energy
going into the cells will emerge at
a different frequency, not unlike
the way fluorescent bulbs work.
This gives rise to emissions of
greater
amounts
of
UV
(ultraviolet) and X-ray radiation
near sunspots than is typically
given off at other surface areas.

Solar flux
The Sun sends a lot of this UV and X-ray radiation, known as solar flux, to the Earth and everywhere else in the Solar System. Turns out that if we measure solar radio noise at 2800 MHz
(10.7 cm), this level reflects a strong correlation with the actual amount of solar flux that
reaches our atmosphere. We call this measurement the Solar Flux Index (SFI) and F10.7 Index,
measured in solar flux units (SFU), a very good indicator of prospective long-range radio communication on mid-range HF bands and overall solar radiation. The SFI scale typically ranges as
low as 50 SFU to as high as 300 SFU, with 200 SFU being typical during the peak of the Sunspot Cycle. During one of those peaks we commonly hear about an SFI of 240 to 280 SFU reported. At the writing of this article (mid-2018) we're measuring the SFI at between 65 and 75
SFU, which is very low.
The huge amounts of UV radiation sent to Earth enhance the ionosphere, because atmospheric
ionization of atomic Oxygen occurs much faster and more abundantly than recombination,
contributing to higher levels of radio wave refraction within mid-range HF frequencies. So,
those bands are highly affected by the Sunspot Cycle, such that the more sunspots that appear
on the surface, the higher the SFI, meaning the more UV and X-ray radiation the Sun emits, the
more refractive the ionosphere seems on those bands. This enhanced ionospheric refraction
allows us hams to use those frequencies to communicate much longer distances, day or night.
An increasing number of amateurs work HF on CW, FT8, or other weak-signal modes, even
now, when the sunspots are at a minimum. But those who love SSB (single sideband) find it
difficult at the moment to get their signal out very far without a huge antenna setup, thanks to
the lack of sunspots. They'll tell you that 10 meters is dead, and that they aren't able to hear
any of the beacons. Well, when 2022 rolls around, you're going to hear a lot of those who bemoan the conditions today, gradually dry their tears, and start making a lot of offshore phone
QSOs. The digital hams will still work their magic, but you’ll likely hear a lot of reports of SSB
contacts with Brazil and Chile on 10 meters.
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Brass Tacks
continued

So, where are we now in the Sunspot Cycle?

Sunspot Cycles are named by the number of peak cycles since 1755, when we started seriously
recording sunspot activity. Unfortunately, we're currently in a sunspot minimum, between Cycle 24 and Cycle 25. As can be seen by this Solar Cycle 25 prediction, we aren’t actually expected to hit the low point until the middle of 2019, and then peak again between 2023 and
2026. So, if this prediction is accurate, we should start seeing the mid-range HF bands pick up
about mid-2021. But keep in mind that, similar to weather forecasting, it’s only a very rough
prediction, with a large margin
of error.
The Sunspot Cycle is just one
factor that determines the
band conditions. Others include solar flares and geomagnetic storms, which adversely
affect HF propagation, and actually increase somewhat with
sunspot activity, because
they’re also affected by solar
flux. Other solar activity that
impacts radio signals include
the solar rotation, which measures about 25 days at the
equator and about 34 days at
the poles.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Another is weather, which typically has the least effect on HF and VHF band conditions, but
tends to affect propagation more, as radio frequency increases beyond VHF. Then again, lightning and thunderstorms are the single largest contributor to atmospheric noise on HF bands.
And there are others, such as daytime versus nighttime, and temperature inversions, but suffice it to say that our amateur radio experience is affected by many things, and the Sunspot
Cycle plays a major part.
Want to keep up with solar info? Try SpaceWeather.com for daily updates
Want to know what NASA’s take on all of this is? Visit the NASA Solar Page
Want to learn more? Go to the Stanford Solar Center on solar education for the regular person

Conclusion
So, should we put our HF rigs away for a few years, and wait until the Cycle peaks again? Of
course not! You can purchase a SignaLink and get involved in digital communication. And
don't forget that 80 meters and 40 meters, which are not quite so dramatically affected by the
Sunspot Cycle, are still available for nighttime use. Hopefully, there'll be plenty of hams still
awake when you'd like to talk with them on those low bands. And heck...maybe conditions are
just right time to learn CW.
— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:
What is a grid square? Overhearing about it
from others, it seems like something related
to a GPS coordinate for an area. Is that what it
is? If so, how big is a grid square?
Simpleton in Mapleton
Dear Simpleton:
A grid square is geographical area measuring
2.5 minutes latitude by 5 minutes longitude,
and identified by a two-letter-two-digit-twoletter label, such as DN4Ødh for my home.
It’s used for roughly locating a transmitting
station, a search area, a landmark, or any
other place on the surface of the earth, and
used in some ham radio contests. You can
read
more
about
grid
squares
at
www.arrl.org/grid-squares.

ing vehicles contain amateur radios that
broadcast beacons containing telemetry and
other information. Some contain amateur radio repeaters, allowing licensed hams to communicate through them as they would an
Earth-bound repeater. Typically, one would
transmit through the satellite’s uplink on one
band, then the satellite re-transmits the signal through the satellite’s downlink, on a
separate band. To learn more about satellite
communication, their frequencies, and so
forth, visit amsat.org.
Dear Annette:
How does the weather affect ham radio signals?
Gerald in Orem
Dear Gerald:

Dear Annette:

Baffled in Orem

On one hand, the general weather (not counting day vs. night, or how weather-proof your
outdoor connectors are) doesn’t really affect
ham radio propagation (ability to carry a signal) for the most part. Rain, snow, fog,
clouds, warm, cold, humidity, and wind seem
to have little effect on radio signals less than
about 2000 MHz (2 GHz.) On the other hand,
lightning is the single largest contributor to
atmospheric noise you hear on HF (160 meters to 10 meters) bands as interference.
Even distant thunderstorms can add static
crashes to the audio soup of receiver noise.
Finally, a temperature inversion, created by a
layer of warm air over a layer of colder air,
makes for tropospheric ducting, which allows
VHF and UHF signals to refract through the
inversion and travel much farther than they
normally do, but does not affect HF much.

A man-made Earth satellite is nothing more
than an unmanned machine that’s been set in
orbit around our planet. Some of these orbit-

Got a question for Dear Annette? Email it to
uvarcshack@gmail.com and include your
town name. Sorry, no guarantees.

Do you have any pets?
Knowledge in Eagle Mountain
Dear Knowledge:
I have a cat named Pyro, and a betta fish
named Flotsam. Thanks for asking!
Dear Annette:
When I took the Technician exam, I remember
it saying we can talk with satellites, but I’m
not sure I understand. Is there somebody onboard those satellites to talk with, or is there
some sort of recording that says stuff to you
when you try and talk with it? How exactly
does one talk to a satellite?
Dear Baffled:
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DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

How to install a PL-259 connector
Just like you, I often need to install a PL-259 connector on a length of coax (coaxial cable), to
attach it to the mating SO-239 connector of a mobile or base station radio. But many seem to
struggle with installing one properly, if they have the courage to attempt it at all. Well, to help
you feel just a little bit more comfortable trying this at home, I thought a little article with
photos might be just what you need.
I address two sizes: RG-8X and LMR-400, but similar principles apply to other sizes. Also, the
size of RG-8X is close enough to that of LMR-240 to consider them equal, for connector considerations. The size of LMR-400 is close enough to that of RG-213 and RG-8/U to consider
them equal, for the same reason. Make sure you use ONLY the crimp connector with the size
that matches your cable size. RG-8X is NOT the same as RG-8/U.

Parts list:
coaxial cable
PL-259 crimp connector
heat shrink tubing

Tools list:
large wire (cable) cutters
small wire cutters
sharp utility knife
60+watt soldering iron
63/37 rosin-core solder
solder sucker
heat blow gun
ice pick or paper clip
cable crimpers
scissors
DMM (digital multi-meter)
If you attempt to use a soldering gun or iron with a rating that’s under 60 watts, you’ll need to
apply heat to the connector shaft for such a long period of time, that you stand melting the
Teflon dielectric, resulting in your possibly destroying the connector. Also, 63/37 solder is
quickly getting replaced by lower-quality, higher-melting point material, making it even more
important to use a very hot soldering iron. Be sure to wear goggles for soldering safety.
If your working space is dimly lit, it helps to wear a head lamp. The heat shrink tubing is only
cosmetic, but does give the finished product a professional appearance. The diameter of the
unheated shrink tubing should be just large enough to fit comfortably over the crimp sleeve.
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DIY, continued
How to install a PL-259 connector

Take a deep breath, and get started
Cut about 1” (1-1/2” for LMR-400) of the heat shrink tubing, slip it over the cable, and move it
a couple of feet away from the end. Unscrew the threaded ring from the PL-259 connector,
and slip it over the cable, the smaller inside-diameter end on first, and move it down the cable
with the heat shrink tubing. Slip the crimp sleeve of the PL-259 connector over the cable, and
move it down the cable with the ring and heat shrink tubing.

PL-259 crimp connector

threaded ring, shaft, and sleeve

tubing, sleeve, and ring
Using the entire remaining PL-259 connector shaft, measure at
the end of the cable the length of the connector shaft from the
tip to the other end, plus about 1/8”, and cut a circumference into the jacket with a utility
knife. Make sure you NEVER slice the jacket with a back-and-forth sawing motion, like you’re
slicing a loaf of bread. Instead, with the sharp blade edge against the jacket, press down on
the knife, so that the sharp edge sinks down into the jacket until it stops at the shield. Repeat
until the shield is visible the entire circumference of the jacket.

measure with the shaft

cut the circumference

cut length-wise
With RG-8X cable you might be able to slide the jacket off
the shield at this point. Others might need the following.
Press down on the cable jacket (once again, do NOT slice into the jacket) with the utility knife,
this time making a cut length-wise (perpendicular to the first cut), and from there to the end
of the cable, which should allow you to lay the jacket open, and peel off the open jacket. At
this time, go ahead and plug in the soldering iron and turn it on.
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DIY, continued
How to install a PL-259 connector

With the ice pick (I actually use a dentist tool, as shown), gently spread and part the shield fibers almost down to the jacket. Use scissors to cut off all but about 1/4˝ of the shield fibers,
then continue parting the shield fibers until none are intertwined with each other.

peel off the jacket

spread and part the shield fibers

Strip off the center dielectric to the thread of the PL-259 shaft, plus about 1/16˝. Straighten
the center conductor as much as you can. Slide and slightly twist the PL-259 connector shaft
onto the coax center conductor and center dielectric all the way, until the end of the connector presses against the spread shield fibers. If more than 1/16˝ of the coax center conductor
protrudes through the connector pin hole, use small wire cutters to cut it back.

ready for the connector

strip off half the center dielectric
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slip on the connector

DIY, continued
How to install a PL-259 connector

Using just a tiny amount, solder the coax center conductor showing, to the connector pin, allowing the solder to wick a little into the pin. Determine whether the center pin has too much
solder buildup, by testing whether it's easy to insert it into an SO-239 connector, like that on a
barrel connector. If it's not easy to insert, you might need to use the solder sucker or utility
knife to remove the excess solder.

test the fit with a barrel connector
solder the tip
Once the center pin looks and fits good, manually fold the shield fibers up over the bottom of
the connector shaft, then slide the crimp sleeve over the shield fibers until the crimp sleeve is
flush with the connector shaft. Using the appropriate crimpers, crimp the sleeve only once and
fully tight, until the crimper ratchet is released.

crimp the sleeve

fold up the fibers

slide the sleeve over the fibers
the finished crimp
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DIY, continued
How to install a PL-259 connector

Screw the threaded ring onto the connector shaft threads until it spins freely.

screw on the threaded ring

threaded ring fully on

Slip the heat shrink tubing up onto the crimped sleeve, completely covering but not going
past the sleeve. Use the heat gun to shrink the tubing completely around it. Once it cools,
you'll have a connector that not only works flawlessly, but looks terrific. Amateur-made, with a
professional appearance.

the finished connector

preparing for heat-shrinking

Use the DMM to test for shorts and opens on the cable. In other words, make sure the center pin on one
end is connected to the center pin on the other end,
but is not connected to the shield on either end, etc.

test for center and shield continuity
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test for shorts

Hot Tips
Good info for the new ham, and old stuff
to refresh your memory

Forgotten pointers
In each issue of the UVARC Shack we present a question from the current (2015) General class
exam pool and one from the current (2016) Extra class exam pool, because their answers have
some relevance to an ongoing issue or a current event at the time. Seems we can still learn a
lot from a brief review of the Technician exam too, so here is a small subset of pertinent questions from the recently-released 2018 Technician class exam pool.
T2AØ9 : What brief statement indicates that T7B11 : What is a symptom of RF feedback
you are listening on a repeater and looking in a transmitter or transceiver?
for a contact?
Reports of garbled, distorted, or unintelligible
Your call sign
voice transmissions
T1BØ6 : On which HF bands does a Techni- T3AØ2 : Why might the range of VHF and
cian class operator have phone privileges?
UHF signals be greater in the winter?
10 meters only

Less absorption by vegetation

T3A12 : How might fog and light rain affect T4B13 : Which of the following could be
radio range on 10 meter and 6 meter used to remove power line noise or ignition
bands?
noise?
Fog and light rain will have little effect on Noise blanker
these bands
T3BØ6 : What is the formula for converting
T7CØ9 : Which of the following is the most frequency to approximate wavelength in
common cause for failure of coaxial cables? meters?
Moisture contamination

Wavelength in meters equals 300 divided by
frequency in megahertz

T6D12 : Which of the following is a common
reason to use shielded wire?
T7BØ5 : How can overload of a non-amateur
To prevent coupling of unwanted signals to or radio or TV receiver by an amateur signal
be reduced or eliminated?
from the wire
Block the amateur signal with a filter at the
T3AØ9 : Which of the following results from
antenna input of the affected receiver
the fact that skip signals refracted from the
ionosphere are elliptically polarized?
T2CØ9 : Are amateur station control operaEither vertically or horizontally polarized an- tors ever permitted to operate outside the
tennas may be used for transmission or recep- frequency privileges of their license class?
tion

Yes, but only if necessary in situations involving the immediate safety of human life or proTØAØ6 : What is a good way to guard
tection of property
against electrical shock at your station?
All these choices are correct: use three-wire T7CØ5 : Why do most solid-state amateur
cords and plugs for all AC powered equip- radio transmitters reduce output power as
ment, connect all AC powered station equip- SWR increases?
ment to a common safety ground, use a circuit To protect the output amplifier transistors
protected by a ground-fault interrupter
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You and the FCC
The government at your service

Legal use of Chinese radios
Recently the FCC released a public notice that
has stirred quite a lot of controversy: Enforcement Advisory DA 18-980. Interestingly, for
amateurs the notice doesn’t address anything
new. What’s new is people’s interpretation of
the Advisory, which has caused many amateurs to believe that they’re no longer permitted to use their Chinese radios. The meaning
of the Advisory is further clouded by an interpretation from an FCC attorney, whose word
many have unfortunately taken to be the supreme law of the land. Finally, a number of
outspoken Chinese radio critics have emerged
to pounce on this announcement in a collective I told you so opportunity, reinforcing the amateur equipment does not require certificafears of HT owners via social media and else- tion unless the equipment is marketed here.
where.
It just so happens that many Chinese radios
have been designed and manufactured to both
Please allow me to set the record receive and transmit on multiple bands, instraight. As a licensed amateur, you cluding amateur, FRS, GMRS, MURS, Business,
are legally authorized to use any ra- and other bands. What might not be known to
dio you want, Chinese or otherwise, the Chinese manufacturers, however, is that
to transmit on amateur frequencies most of these require Part 90 or Part 95 certifications (formerly type acceptance) to operate
within your license privileges.
them, and they all require an FCC certification
if they’re to be marketed and sold as a regular
With that, you can now skip the rest of this
product in the US.
long-winded explanation, knowing that you’re
fully within your rights as a licensed amateur So, the basic amateur transmit limitations, dicto use your Chinese radio. But if you just can’t tated by license class and bands, include
resist the temptation, feel free to read on.
frequency
power
One of the hallmarks of amateur radio is the
ability of licensed operators to develop, create, and experiment with radio equipment.
Few other services are encouraged with that
kind of latitude by the FCC. That means, as
long as we follow the rules, we can modify a
toaster, a chain-link fence, or even an existing
radio, to create a transmitter and get on the
air. Of course, modifying an existing radio
might void its warranty, or even the certification for which the radio was intended, but
that’s of little concern to us amateurs, since
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bandwidth

spectral purity

You most likely already understand what your
frequency privileges and power restrictions
are. They’re dictated by rule and by your local
bandplan. Your bandwidth limitations are a
little more flexible, but basically FM on VHF is
limited to 20 kHz in Utah, and SSB on HF is
limited to between 2.8 and 3.0 kHz in the US.
Spectral purity is a tiny bit more difficult for
many to grasp.

You and the FCC
continued

The word spur is short for spurious
(false, imitation, counterfeit) emission,
meaning an unintentional transmission
of a signal. According to Part 97.307(e),
the mean power of any 2 meter spur
must be 60 dB below that of the fundamental signal. That means if your intended 2 meter signal is measured at 5
watts, any resulting signal you accidentally create must be 1/1,000,000 that
amount, or 5 microwatts, or less. Most
spurs tend to occur at the signal harmonics (multiples of the main signal
frequency). The third harmonic of
146.520 MHz, for example, is 146.520
MHz x 3 = 439.560 MHz, somewhere in
the middle of the amateur 70 cm band.
Now, that sounds like a tall order, for your radio to keep its harmonics to one-millionth that
of its main transmitted signal, but that’s the
rule, and most radios can actually handle that
filtering demand. In fact, you’ll be hardpressed to find one that couldn’t. A few years
ago, some (Baofeng, Kenwood, Yaesu, TYT,
and Wouxun) models were tested and found to
exceed this spectral purity requirement (taken
from QST, Nov 2015, p. 76), but they’ve all
reportedly fixed their problems in later models, and repeated local tests have confirmed
their compliance.

There’s an alternative that some take, to avoid
possibly using non-amateur frequencies with
their Chinese radios altogether. During the
programming of your radio, you can actually
specify the transmit and receive ranges your
radio can be capable of operating. By limiting
your radio to only the amateur bands, there is
little or no risk of out-of-band operation. Then
again, by doing so, you lose the ability to listen to the weather, County Sheriff, fire fighters, and other non-amateur channels that provide emergency information. Furthermore, you
lose the ability to transmit on them if you
really need to, in case of an actual emergency.
To many, that’s not a big deal, but these are
things to think about.
In my attempt to be somewhat complete, yet
remain relatively brief, you’ve probably gotten
a lot more than you bargained for in this explanation. But yes, it’s legal for you to use a
Chinese radio on amateur frequencies if you
have a license, provided you operate within
your frequency privileges, no matter what else
your radio might be able to do, certificated or
not.

Much better: Baofeng UV-5R update
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— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)

For Your Insight
Information you could use

Club meeting format

Monthly meeting help

Here’s the usual agenda for club meetings, at
the Orem City Council Chamber Room, 56 N
State St:

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help
with various tasks that make our club night
just that much more friendly and useful to
everybody. Monthly we need help with

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters
6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO
socialize / put faces with call signs
radio programmers available to help you
6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph!)
taking photos or videos during the meeting
operating the talk-in radio
setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!)

meeting lineup (agenda)
announcements / nets / awards / calendar
7:00 pm : Discussion / breakout session
discussions usually involve everybody
breakouts split into separate groups

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
For the New Ham Radio Operator
Ham Radio Nets

7:45 pm : Door prizes

DX Summit and DX Maps

7:55 pm : Dismiss and tear-down

76’ers Group and UVARC Group pages

8:00 pm : Club QSY to Shake Makers

Utah Ham Radio Exam Schedule

Something you’d like to see at the meetings?

Questions of the Month

Give us your input at uvarcshack@gmail.com
Test your knowledge (answers next page)

GØB11 : Which of the following is good practice for lightning protection grounds?
A. They must be bonded to all buried water and gas lines
B. Bends in ground wires must be made as close as possible to a right angle
C. Lightning grounds must be connected to all underground wiring
D. They must be bonded together with all other grounds
E1A1Ø : If an amateur station is installed aboard a ship or aircraft, what condition must be
met before the station is operated?
A. Its operation must be approved by the master of the ship or the pilot in command
of the aircraft
B. The amateur station operator must agree not to transmit when the main radio of
the ship or aircraft is in use
C. The amateur station must have a power supply that is completely independent of
the main ship or aircraft power supply
D. The amateur operator must have an FCC Marine or Aircraft endorsement on his or
her amateur license
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions
BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)
Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St

Sign up at HamStudy.org/sessions

November 1

December 6*

Sat November 10, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

January 3

February 7

March 7

April 4

May 2

June 6

July 19*

Aug 1

Wed November 21, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Sat December 8, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed December 19, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Wed January 16, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Sat January 19, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Sat February 16, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

* Actually a potluck at 93 N 400 E

Regular Nets
RACES Net, Thu Dec 20 8:00 pm, 147.12

Provo One-day Technician Courses
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am
BYU Law School Bldg, First Floor

2019 Orem Ham Radio Courses
Technician : Jan 22, 29, Feb 5, 12
General : Mar 19, 26, Apr 2, 9
Technician : May 21, 28, June 4, 11
Extra : July 16, 23, 30, Aug 6, 13
Technician : Sept 17, 24, Oct 1, 8

Upcoming Contests

Jackson Hole Net, Mon 8:00 pm, 146.76
UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7:00 pm, 146.78
UARC 76’ers, Wed 7:00 pm, 146.76
UVARC Youth Net, Thu 6:30 pm, 146.78
UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7:00 pm, 146.78
CERT Net, 2nd & 4th Thu 8:00 pm, 146.78
Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8:00 pm, 50.14
6-Pack Net, Fri 9:00 pm, 50.15
Family History Net, Sat 8:00 pm, 146.78
See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets
Japan International DX Contest

Worldwide CQ DX Contest

November 10, 1 am to November 11, 6 am

October 26, 6 pm to October 28, 6 pm

ARRL Sweepstakes (SSB)

ARRL Sweepstakes (CW)

November 17, 2 pm to November 18, 8 pm

November 2, 3 pm to November 4, 8 pm

See a larger list at noji.com/contest

Answers to the Questions of the Month
GØB11 : D ( They must be bonded together with all other grounds )
E1A1Ø : A ( Its operation must be approved by the master of the ship or the pilot in command
of the aircraft ) [ the word installed tends to trip up some; see section 97.11(a) ]
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Vendors
For your convenience

$25, open-stub Joystick aluminum half-wave J-pole antenna
$35, 6-meter dipole, $20 for the 220 MHz (1.25 m) antenna
by Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG (email we7omg@gmail.com to purchase)
Half-wave performance, solid construction, weather-proof, low wind-load
Probably the best-performing outdoor antenna you can get for the price
$20, vertical Super-Elastic Signal Stick quarter-wave flexible antenna
by Richard Bateman, KD7BBC, of SignalStuff (and maker of HamStudy)
Super-performing antenna for your HT (handheld transceiver)
Visit SignalStuff and select SMA-Male, SMA-Female, or BNC
Ham Radio Podcasts v1.50
by Trevor Holyoak, AD7GH (email android@holyoak.com)
Stream podcasts (such as 100 Watts and a Wire, Amateur Radio Newsline, ARRL
Audio News, etc.) or download for later listening
For Android 4.1 and up (ad-free available for purchase)
Want your call sign or name (or both!) embroidered on your shirt, your hoodie,
your duffle? Or how about a club patch with your call sign?
by Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW (glenna0354@gmail.com or text 801-592-2503)
Call sign or name = $5, Both = $8, UVARC patch = $5, Patch with call = $9
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Where everybody knows your call sign
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
Orem, Utah, USA
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-368-1865
Email: k7uva@arrl.net
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0
145.250-, 100.0 448.225-, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

We’re on the web!
uvarc.club

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities .......................... James Brown
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors
Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Gum, K7GUM
Jeff McGrath, N1SC
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY

Club Sponsor
Heath Stevenson
Orem City Emergency Manager
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We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in
an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur
radio hobbyists in Utah County and surrounding areas a way to
gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are to
provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in their
new-found adventures, and to give more experienced hams a
reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom in a
friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We’re an ARRL Affiliate and
work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not subsidiary to them, to UARC, the 76’ers, UCARES, RACES, the
SCATeam, or any other organization, although many of our
members might also belong to the same.
This newsletter is published every so often by the Utah Valley
Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the tone and
temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its members,
and to entice the rest. To join, go to uvarc.club/join or to
www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ and request membership.
For more information about our club or about amateur (ham)
radio in general, please email or text or call us.
More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great
ham radio movement in Utah Valley

